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Idaho
PAUL BUCKLAND

Got Fire?

H

ow often do you think about
your forestland’s relationship
with fire? Was it only once when
you wrote your forest management
plan? Is it almost annually when you
watch news footage of forest fires raging across the west? Or, is it when you’re
burning slash after a harvest? Hopefully,
it’s not when a wildfire is racing toward
your property or while you’re commiserating over the smoldering ruins of your
woodland retreat.
You’ve heard the old proverb about
tree planting: the best time to plant a
tree was 20 years ago, the second best
time is now. The same thing goes for fire
on your property. The best time to plan
for a wildfire was last year, the second
best time is now. As forest stewards, we
plan road maintenance, harvests, planting, thinning, and weeding projects. So,
planning for a wildfire is just another
aspect of the process.
Planning a wildfire? Yup, you read
that oxymoron correctly. Isn’t that like
planning an accident or organizing
chaos? Sure, we buckle our seatbelts
every time without the expectation that
we will get into an accident every time
we drive to town. But, when we do get
into an accident, our seatbelt “plan”
can be a real lifesaver.

Susheen (Seattle)

TIMBER TRADING INC.
Taking deliveries in
Tumwater/Everett/Hoquiam

For quotations on your oversized
and short logs, contact Rich Nelson
C: 253-670-1827 • F: 253-661-1930
Email: rbn.susheen@gmail.com

So, what do you want the fire to do
when it hits your property? Notice I
said “when” and not “if.” What is the
likely ignition source and from what
direction? Do you maintain firebreaks?
Historically, did your forest type experience stand replacing fires or light and
frequent ground fires? What is the structure of your forest and how will the fire
react in that context? Where did you put
that Pulaski? Do you plan on fighting
the fire or standing back to let the fire
run its course? Hmm, lots of of questions to ponder...you’d better get started
on your “Fire Plan” now.
Personally, I started fire planning
immediately after burning the slash from
my second timber harvest. The previous
year, I had piled and burned the slash
from my first harvest without much indepth thought. Burning the piles from
the second harvest was uneventful...that
is, until the wind suddenly picked up
and my nice, discreet piles turned into a

broadcast burn! The fire covered 50
yards—toward our house—in a heartbeat. I unraveled my kinked-up hose so
fast I felt like a garden ninja. Everything
turned out fine—the fire pretty much
stopped at the burned spots from the
first harvest. Of course, I told my wife
that I planned it this way...”Relax honey,
I’m a professional.”
We westerners live in a fire-prone
landscape. Let’s substitute prescribed fire
for wildfire so we can live and deal with
fire more on our terms. To ignore fire
and let nature dictate the when, where,
and how fire enters our lives is a disastrous plan. So, get out there with your
chainsaw, pruners, Pulaskis, and lighter
so you can define the rules of engagement between fire and your woods. But
plan ahead and unkink that hose before
you light—not everyone is a garden
ninja like me (wink). ■

Victor P. Musselman
Small Forest Landowner and
Certified Appraiser specializing in:
• Capital Gains • Estate • Gifting
• Special Use IRS Appraisals
7150 S.W. Hampton St., Suite 205
Portland, OR 97223
Email: mussapfor@yahoo.com

503-936-5956

SUPPORT
RESPONSIBLE

FORESTRY.
When you consider that only 10% of the world’s forests are certified, we have
a long way to go. The good news is that there are a number of credible forest
certification programs. And each one, including SFI, encourages responsible forestry.
For more on forest certification and what you can do, visit www.sfiprogram.org.

31811 Pacific Hwy. S., Suite B-321
Federal Way, WA 98003
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Oregon

SCOTT HAYES

The Evolution of Fighting Fire

O

regon’s coordinated fire suppression system started in 1911 after
devastating fires in 1910 swept
through the west. The state forester
worked with private associations of
industrial landowners and funds were
raised from acreage assessments to hire
fire wardens. My great uncle was a fire
warden in the Polk County Association
in the 1930s, patrolling the forest with a
pack mule and basic fire tools.
The series of Tillamook Burns in
1933, 1939, 1945 and finally 1951, dramatically changed the way the state
forester and the associations fought fire.
Under the leadership of Ed Schroeder,
district fire organizations were refined
and organized, fire engines and pumps
were re-engineered, radio communications were introduced and improved,
experiments started in the use of aircraft in suppression activities, and

extensive initial attack training was
started. Ed went on to be the state
forester from 1965 to 1979.
Today, Oregon’s 28 million acres of
forestland are protected from fire under
the incident command system. The state
forester protects about 16 million acres
of private, state and county forests,
along with the western Oregon BLM
checker-board forestlands.
Funding fire suppression is complicated. Each landowner association
reviews and approves an annual suppression budget based on historical fire
conditions and costs. The Board of
Forestry approves the annual per acre
assessment rate. In my area, this year’s
assessment is $2.02 per acre; however,
the general fund pays half under a longestablished policy that resource protection is a shared financial responsibility
of the landowner and the public.

Seedling Nursery Since 1974
We bring experience with owners that care about their product and customers.
Approximately 10 million seedlings in annual production
1 container site (plugs), 2 bareroot/transplant sites (p+1, 1+1)
Contract growing and spec seedlings for forestry and Christmas tree production

LET US GROW YOUR SEEDLINGS
David Gerdes

Mike Gerdes

inquiries@silvaseed.com

SILVASEED COMPANY

FORESTERS • NURSERYMAN • SEEDSMAN
P.O. Box 118 • Roy, WA 98580 • (253) 843-2246

“Serving Many of the Reforestation Needs of the World From This Location Since 1889”
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When a fire escapes initial attack by a
district organization, the extraordinary
costs of those fires are covered in part
by the Oregon Forest Land Protection
Fund (OFLP). In a normal fire season
this fund is adequate to pay for big fires.
Each year about $10 million is generated
into the fund by adding $3.75 from the
$18.75 minimum assessment on small
forest lots ($15 goes into the district’s
annual protection budget), 5 cents per
acre from forestland owners in western
Oregon, 7.50 cents per acre from owners
of grazing lands and eastern Oregon
timberlands, $47.50 from improved tax
lots, and 62.50 cents per MBF of timber
harvested on all Oregon lands. A little
known fact is that almost 75% of these
annual revenues to the emergency fund
($7.5 million) are paid by family woodland owners!
In 2013, a record-breaking $122 million was spent suppressing lightningcaused wildfires on 100,000 acres of private and BLM lands. Those costs first
drained $10 million from the emergency
fund, and then ate up a matching $10
million from the state general fund.
Next, a $25 million insurance policy
was used, ending with a special infusion
of funds from the Legislature and the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA).
To address spiraling costs, Oregon’s
Wildfire Protection Act was passed the
same year. One goal is to reduce the
number of large wildfires by increasing
a statewide severity resource fund to $5
million. More importantly the new law
phases in, over the next six years, an
equitable 50/50 funding of large fire
costs paid by the OFLP and the state
general fund. It’s good public policy. It’s
good for family woodland owners. ■

Norm Michaels
Forestry LLC
Forest management to
meet your goals
• Management Plans • Reforestation
• Timber inventory
• Timber cruising
Over 40 years managing forests in
Oregon and Washington

541-822-3528

nmichaels2@yahoo.com
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Washington

PRESIDENT: Paul Buckland
208-771-0251 • paulbuckland@iepco.com
VICE PRESIDENT: J. Stephen Funk
208-667-7345 • edgecreek.funk@
gmail.com

BOYD WILSON

Changes Underway at WFFA

I

am Boyd Wilson, your new WFFA
president. Another change that
occurred is that Elaine Oneil
replaced Rick Dunning as executive
director and has quickly settled into the
job. Our commitment to members has
not changed. We’re still aggressively representing small forest landowners
(SFLOs) to achieve favorable regulations and supporting an array of educational meetings. When you consider that
SFLOs own about half of the private
forestland in the state, our efforts can
really make an impact.
By their nature, private lands automatically trigger concern about our public resources, which leads to compromise
and sometimes conflict. Finding a way
to be gentle with the public resources
while having the freedom to use our
lands as we wish continues. Private land
contributes huge benefits to the general
population. Water, air (oxygen), open
space, wildlife habitat, and the economic
products such as logs make private forest landowners significant contributors
to the nation’s well-being. I hope that
WFFA is helping you achieve your land
management goals. If you have concerns
or suggestions, we would like to hear
from you.
I have two goals for my term in
office. The first is to improve communications with our members. So we’re
going to try to tell more of you what’s
going on. You pay your dues and
deserve to know where the money goes.
As it happens, this may be easier than I
thought. We now have our website up
and running and you can tap into that
at www.wafarmforestry.com. The site is
being polished to provide the basics, and
as time goes on, reports on timely issues
will be included.
For those of you without a computer

there are other ways to visit our website.
You can use a computer at a public
library, or you can purchase a computer
tablet with a touch screen and use it in a
public place with Wi-Fi for free.
My second goal is to make our
efforts measurable. And that means
spending time planning, setting goals,
and achieving them. Thus, those goals
can be checked off and give a measure
of accomplishment. This should keep
us focused on what is most important to
us. Sometimes our efforts are spent
reacting to a current issue and we are
not prepared. It is important to be
proactive.
One of the things WFFA regularly
does is attend the Small Forest
Landowner Advisory Committee meetings. Other committee representatives
are from the Department of Natural
Resources, Department of Fish and
Wildlife, Department of Ecology, and
Washington’s Native American Indian
Tribes. These meetings are a conduit to
resolve SFLO land management issues.
As an example, there are concerns that
the Forest Practices Application/
Notification that is required for a timber harvest is too difficult for many forest owners to complete. The form is
now under review. But the important
point here is that a channel exists to
resolve such issues.
I look forward to serving WFFA in
my new role as president and look forward to a productive year. ■

Forestland For Sale
Mark.Willhite@juno.com
Forester/Broker

SECRETARY: Alice Rockhill
208-875-1578 • karockhill@
cpcinternet.com
TREASURER: Sandra G. Murdock
208-683-2105 • smurdock20@yahoo.com
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT: Kirk David
PO Box 1257 • Coeur d’Alene, ID 83816
208-683-3168 • info@idahoforestowners.org

OSWA
PRESIDENT: Scott Hayes
503-568-9999 • scotthayes@wildblue.net
PRESIDENT ELECT: Scott Hanson
503-631-2734 • scotthanson@ccgmail.net
2nd VICE PRESIDENT: Donna Heffernan
541-786-2257 • nslope@eoni.com
2nd VICE PRESIDENT: Bill Potterf
541-479-0868 • bmpotterf@charter.net
2nd VICE PRESIDENT: David Schmidt
541-979-7523 • lakehousedave9@
gmail.com
SECRETARY: Elizabeth Mottner
insydia@juno.com
TREASURER: Dallas Boge
dalboge@juno.com
PAST PRESIDENT: Nancy Hathaway
541-758-5510 • nancyhath@comcast.net
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Jim James
187 High Street NE, Suite 208 • Salem,
OR 97301 • 503-588-1813
jimjamesoswa@yahoo.com

WFFA
PRESIDENT: Boyd Wilson
360-438-1166 • boydwilson@earthlink.net
1st VICE PRESIDENT: Patti Playfair
509-936-3842 • patti.playfair@gmail.com
2nd VICE PRESIDENT: Alan Walker
509-779-4012 • watfoy2012@hughes.net
SECRETARY: Michelle Blake
360-790-5498 • olylady01@yahoo.com
TREASURER: Bill Scheer, Jr.
360-269-3850 • wscheer@wafarmforestry.com
1st PAST PRESIDENT: Tom Westergreen
360-961-0312 • tomwestergreen@
hotmail.com
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Elaine Oneil
P.O. Box 1010 • Chehalis, WA 98532
360-736-5750 • eoneil@
wafarmforestry.com
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❑ Always check labels and consult experts for specific
chemicals, application rates, surfactants, when to
apply, and how to mix.

❑ “Site preparation” spray would be before you have
planted seedlings. August is normally a good time to
catch target species full grown and actively growing.

❑ “Release” spray would be after you have planted

seedlings and the herbicide application would be over
your seedlings. The application rates and herbicides
you apply may be different for site preparation and
release sprays. Release sprays are generally timed to
catch your target species in full leaf and actively growing, and your seedlings in a mostly dormant state.

DOWN ON THE

T R E E FA R M

❑ Remember, your real objective is to grow trees, not to
kill weeds.

TIPS & TRICKS OF THE DAY: Mother Nature does not

❑ Water quality (turbidity, pH number larger than 6.5 [7-

have built in checks and balances for invasive weeds. You
need to intervene and help her out.

12 that is water that is alkaline or basic] and hardness)
may impact the performance of your herbicide.
Glysophate is particularly susceptible to turbidity, pH,
and hardness. Dust on the leaves increases the turbidity
of your spray after it is applied to the leaves.The dust
particles tie up the glysophate and reduce the amount
of active herbicide to be taken up by the plant. For
dusty leaves, you can wait for Mother Nature to rinse
them, add more glysophate to your mix so you have
enough not tied up by the dust to do the job, or add a
product to your spray mix that will bond with the dust
and leave your glysophate for the plant. I picked up a
water quality test kit from Wilbur-Ellis several years ago
at Tree School. I suspect you can find something similar
just to make sure you do not have a water quality issue.

WHAT TO DO IN . . .
u

AUGUST
Things to Do on a Hot Day During Fire Season:

❑ Not Much.
❑ Rain dance if you have a good one and can still shake
it…or just think rain.

❑ Water this year’s planting if you think you are at risk.
Don’t wait until the needles start to look and feel dry.
They have already kicked the bucket and you are too
late. About one gallon per seedling. My recommendation for the west slope of the Cascades is water on
August 1 if you have not had measurable rain in the
previous 45 days. The second week of August is too
late. Watering is not recommended for large areas,
except perhaps for a tough site or to get your noble
fir through their first year. Now is when your weed
control efforts in April and May start to pay dividends
and provide your seedlings with survival insurance.

❑ Use a tank mix with “Oust” in a fall foliar spray to

control next spring’s grasses and herbaceous weeds.
The order of mixing chemicals may matter.

❑ Crossbow® is not registered for forestry use except as

a roadside spray. For Roundup®, there was just one formulation that was registered for forestry use. Now,
there are several with that brand name and scores of
generic glyphosate products, making it very confusing because some do have a forestry use registration,
but many do not. Thus, the user must carefully read
the entire label to determine if the product does or
does not specify a forestry use. Concentrations of
glyphosate in products are also different; someone
who is accustomed to using 48 ounces of old
Roundup per acre over trees who then uses 48
ounces of Roundup Pro® will probably kill seedlings!

❑ Order tree seedlings for Winter 2014/2015 planting.

You will need to know acres, species, and seedlings
per acre. 43,560 square feet = one acre. 10ft x 10ft
spacing = 100 square feet per seedling and 435
seedlings per acre. 9ft x 9ft spacing = 81 square feet
per seedling and 538 seedlings per acre. Measuring
the size of your planting area is a good job for your
hand-held GPS receiver.

❑ The best time to control the competition is before

❑ Call your herbicide guy and plan your site prepara-

you plant your seedlings.

tion or release spray.

❑ Change the oil in something.
u

Control Woody Brush Competition:

❑ Late August through early October on the westside
is the best time for fall foliar herbicide application.
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u

Got Compacted Ground? Fix it before Planting.

❑ Late summer is a good time to break up your compacted soils before planting. Grazing animal hooves
are great soil compactors. Your soils should be mostly
dried out in August and ready to be broken up with

a large ripper tooth on a heavy piece of equipment.
Getting down 18” would be good. Your seedlings survival and growth will both be improved with this site
preparation technique.

❑ Woody is my most famous cousin.

OCTOBER
u

Good Time to Spray Himalayan Blackberries.

❑ Once your plants get to ripe berries they start storing

❑ Drain your fire wagon at the end of fire season in

your location and make sure to get water out of
those pumps and hoses, or antifreeze into the water.

❑ Store fire hand tools in a dry place.
❑ Paint or oil exposed wood or metal surfaces.
❑ Clean mud and slush off equipment to avoid finding

Safe to Prune.

❑ September is generally considered a safe time to

your equipment frozen solid for those of you who
really have cold winters.

begin pruning live limbs. You can start when active
growth has slowed for the year and bark boring
insects have gone dormant for the winter.
u

❑ Maintain water bars, ditches, and culverts.
❑ Cover burn piles so you have a dry spot on the low
side and/or into the prevailing wind. Piles burn better
with wind pushing the fire into your piles.

Who Am I?

❑ You might call me gorgeous.
❑ I fly with a couple of quick wing beats followed by a
glide and dip.

❑ You have probably heard me drumming on a tree or
louder yet on your gutter or metal trim and roofing.

❑ I spend more time on the ground and am larger than
most of my cousins.

❑ I migrate unlike most of my cousins.
❑ My brown plumage is richly patterned with bars,

❑ Winterize equipment—check antifreeze, change oil
to winter grade if you plan to run the equipment in
cold weather.

energy in their roots so they can repeat the cycle
next spring and summer. So now is prime time to
foliar spray your Himalayan blackberries and kill
them dead. I recommend harvesting the berries first
and then spray.
u

Things to Do Before Winter Arrives.

u

Know Your Woods Words.

❑ Offsite. Term applied to plant that is not from
around these parts. Frequently used to describe a
tree planted outside its naturally occurring range.

❑ Fire Triangle. The three sides of the triangle are heat,
oxygen and fuel. Remove one and the fire goes out.
Who Am I?
A northern flicker, Colaptes auratus.

SEPTEMBER
u

a draft or what your lights might do on a windy day.

crescents and black spots.

❑ My feathers were valued by
Native Americans for headdresses.

❑ I am what a candle flame does in

Down on the Tree Farm is edited by David Bateman with help from Linn County Small
Woodlands members Aaron White, Joe Holmberg, Roy Stutzman, Steve Kohl, Neal Bell, Jim
Merzenich, Rick Fletcher, Tim Otis, Mike Barsotti, and Brad Withrow-Robinson. This column is
a project of the Linn County Small Woodlands Association and the OSU Extension Master
Woodland Managers. Suggestions always welcome; send to Dave Bateman at
knothead@smt-net.com.

A BALANCED APPROACH
Portland Foresters
503-222-9772
Corvallis Foresters
541-435-0383
marla@troutmountain.com
www.troutmountain.com
Forest stewardship for
productivity and diversity
These forests have been independently
certified as well managed.
FSC Trademark © 1996 Forest Stewardship Council A.C. •
SCS-FM/COC- 00062GN
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Fire Season...
Are You Ready?
By TOM FIELDS

PHOTO COURTESY OF OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

T

wenty-13 was a
season of a lifetime,” Oregon
State Forester Doug
Decker remembered
in a recent 15-minute
fire season documentary produced by the Oregon
Department of Forestry. “You have to
look back to 1951 before you can find
a time when there have been as many
acres burned on state-protected land.
And we’ve never had a year like this
in terms of the costs, both human
costs as well as the dollar costs associated with a fire season.”
Oregon’s fire season was not so

A variety of fire prevention techniques and strategies are available to landowners to
prepare them for fire.

unlike several other states over the
past decade. Colorado, California,
Arizona, Alaska, and Washington are

just a handful of states that have had
their fair, or unfair, share of catastrophic fire seasons. Oregon’s recent
“epic” fire season accounted for
104,000 acres burned and more than
$370 million in resource loss on stateprotected lands. While lightningcaused fires accounted for the lion’s
share, the devastation still sends a
strong message of what we, as stewards of the land, can do to protect
our most valuable resource.

2014 expectations
The age-old question that surfaces
each spring is “what will this fire season be like?” Long-term forecasts by
meteorologists are unpredictable, but
early signs of a strenuous summer
seem to be the recipe for another long
fire season. Above-normal temperatures, lower than normal snowpack in
the mountains, and on-going drought
conditions for much of the west will
certainly combine to produce significant fire potential. The only unknown
in the mix is the amount of lightning
the region may experience, which on
average is usually two to three significant lightning events per summer in
Oregon and Washington, and far
more in the interior of Idaho and
Montana.
8 . NORTHWEST WOODLANDS . SUMMER 2014
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Getting prepared
Preventing human-caused fires is
first and foremost when heading into
any fire season. Generally, as the fire
risk goes up, fire protection officials
tighten restrictions on what we can
and cannot do in wildland areas.
However, as landowners protecting
your investment, there are things you
can do ahead of time to get the upper
hand to prevent a fire from starting.
Did you do any burning over the
winter and spring? Now is the time to
go back and check slash and debris
piles for heat and/or smoke. Burn
piles can smolder and hold fire for
weeks and even months. There have
been several occasions where old piles
or even stumps that were burned in
December or January came back to
life in July when the weather warmed
up and the wind started to blow.

Fire is unpredictable. Shown here is a slash burn that escaped in January 2013.

When working with smoldering piles,
break them apart into smaller piles
(much like putting out a campfire)
and douse them until they’re dead

out. For good measure, scratch a
good trail down to mineral soil
–Continued on next page–

Washington FARM FORESTRY
A S S O C I A T I O N

CORPORATE PATRON PROGRAM
Many thanks to the patrons listed below who have contributed so generously to our association:
PLATINUM PLUS

GOLD continued

SILVER continued

Port Blakely Tree Farms
Sierra Pacific Industries

Olympic Resource Management
West Fork Timber Co LLC
Weyerhaeuser Real Estate
Development Co

Stevenson Land Company
Timber Services Inc

PLATINUM
Green Crow
GreenWood Resources Inc
TMI Forest Products
Washington Forest Protection
Association
Weyerhaeuser Company

GOLD
American Forest Management Inc
Goodyear Nelson Hardwood Lumber Co
Green Diamond Resource Co
Hancock Forest Management
Jones Stevedoring Company
Northwest Hardwoods

SILVER
Bloedel Timberlands Development, Inc
Boise Cascade LLC – NE Washington
Cowlitz Ridge Tree Farm LLC
Great Western Lumber Co
Idaho Forest Group
M&R Services Company
Manke Lumber Company
McFarland Cascade
Pacific Denkmann Company
RSG Forest Products Inc
Simpson Lumber Company LLC

BRONZE
A.L.R.T. Corporation
Giustina Resources
IFA Nurseries Inc
Northwind Forest Consultants
O’Neill Pine Company
Silvaseed Company
Washington Hardwoods Commission

COPPER
Hampton Tree Farms Inc
Pursley Logging Company Inc
Susheen Timber Trading Inc
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around the piles to prevent any fire
from escaping.
The slightest spark from just about
anything can ignite a fire. In 2013, a
faulty battery charger outside a watchman’s trailer sparked and led to a 42acre fire that cost $133,000 to put out.
The moral of the story here is to make
sure that all spark-emitting equipment
is in good working condition (even a
battery charger). Make sure all equipment is equipped with appropriate
spark arresters. Modified power saws
must be taken out of commission during fire season. Approved power saws
must have spark arrester screens in
good condition.
Even the cleanest operations with
the best intentions are subject to fire.
So, have a good plan for preventing a
fire, then be prepared to protect your
tree farm in the event of a fire.
While the following are required in
some areas and not in others, these
are good things to have in place when
conducting an operation on your
property.
• Fire tools: minimum of four and

Always have a variety of fire tools on
hand in case you need them.

enough for each person working on
the operation—must be a mix of
Pulaskis, axes, hazel hoes, and shovels.
• Water supply: 500 gallons if stationary and 300 gallons if self-propelled.
• Fire extinguishers: provide one on
each internal combustion engine.
Check size and rating requirements
for your area.
• Power saws: must meet “Spark
Arrester Guide” specifications. Equip
with shovel and fire extinguisher of at
least 8 ounce capacity.

Another aspect of being prepared
is knowing what to do if a fire should
occur. Everyone should know their
role or responsibility. Every week or
two take a few moments and conduct
a fire drill to make sure everyone
knows what they’re doing. Does
everyone know how to operate the fire
truck? The pump? Where are the fire
tools and who will use what? Who is
responsible for summoning help? How
is the hose going to get to the fire? Is
there enough hose to reach the bottom
of the unit? Practice makes perfect…
or in the case of a fire, keeps small
fires from becoming large, costly fires.
Fire prevention efforts extend to the
landscape as well. A good road system
is critical. Maintain your road system
so that, at minimum, a pickup can get
to vital points of your property. You
could even arrange a visit by your
local fire protection representative to
familiarize them with your road system. They may also have some good
fire prevention tips for you.

When fire season arrives
Fire managers are constantly gauging fire danger and risk. Twelve
months out of the year they are
checking weather, fuel moisture levels,
ground conditions, fire ignition potential, available resources, and more.
In an effort to prevent humancaused fires, certain stipulations occur
when fire season goes into effect.
Industrial operators (loggers, forest
workers) must follow fire season
requirements. In most areas, those
working in the woods are limited to
the activities they can do based on fire
danger. On state-protected lands in
western Oregon and Washington, as
well as all federal lands, the system is
split into four levels of risk. Industrial
Fire Precaution Level (IFPL) 1 is put
in place when fire danger exists, but
the risk of a fire starting is low to
moderate. Under IFPL 1, operators
must follow fire season requirements,
including having fire tools, a water
supply, and a firewatch at the operation site. Smoking is also prohibited.
As the risk increases, so too do the

restrictions. IFPL 2 shuts some activities down at 1:00 p.m. (when the risk
is the highest) such as cable yarding
and blasting. IFPL 3 shuts the entire
operation down at 1:00 p.m., and
IFPL 4 calls for a complete operation
shutdown (rarely occurs). Be sure to
check with your local fire protection
agency to see what system they use
when managing fire risk.
Managing risk on forest operations
is a bit different than for the general
public. We tend to ask more from
industrial operators due to the remote
areas they work in, the potential for a
fire starting from hot, spark-emitting
equipment, and the fuels and terrain
surrounding them. The public, however, needs to do their part as well in the
prevention realm.
The leading cause of wildfires each
year typically stems from burning
debris. Fire districts and protection
agencies deal with debris burning in a
number of ways. Some shut burning

down altogether when fire season goes
into effect. Others allow burning
through a permit process as long as it
is done safely and legally (no prohibited materials). If burning is allowed in
your area (check first), be sure and
follow these simple steps:
• Never burn on windy days;
• Keep piles small and manageable
(4’ x 4’);
• Clear a trail down to mineral soil
around the pile to prevent fire spread;
• Always have a shovel and water
source (charged garden hose) at the
site;
• Never leave a burn pile unattended;
• Always put the fire dead out
before leaving; and
• Return periodically and check old
piles for heat and smoke.

• Smoking;
• Campfires are either prohibited
or only allowed in designated locations (approved campgrounds);
• Off-road driving;
• Welding or cutting of metal;
• Fireworks; and
• Sky lanterns.
What are the fire season requirements in your area? Check with your
fire protection agency for details.
–Continued on next page–

Other public-use restrictions during
a declared fire season could include
the following:
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It could happen to you
If fire is one thing, it’s unpredictable.
It can happen anywhere, anytime. Fire
can also be costly. For example, by
late April in 2013, landscapes had
already begun to dry out thanks to
limited rainfall throughout the winter
and spring. With summer heat still a
month away, forest workers thawed
themselves throughout the workday
by taking comfort near warming fires.
One of these warming fires (not extinguished) got away and spread to nearby felled and bucked timber. A 20person crew, three engines and over-

PHOTO COURTESY OF OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

ing, the fire was contained at 25 acres.
Suppression costs between the state
and the landowner totaled $69,000
and resource loss amounted to
$111,000. The suppression costs
included just over 8 flight hours from
a Type 3 (small) helicopter for $14,000
and 198 state firefighting man hours.
Now think of this fire in August
rather than April. This is just one
example of the high price of fire.

A warming fire burned 25 acres of felled
and bucked timber.

head personnel responded from state
forestry. The landowner provided his
own fire crews, water tenders, and a
helicopter. After two days of firefight-
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Liability
As clearly noted above, each operation encounters a certain degree of
risk. The more operators can do to
alleviate that risk, the better. The ultimate goal when fire season requirements go into effect is to prevent fires
that lead to loss of natural resources
and to keep fire suppression costs to a
minimum. In Oregon, landowners pay
for fire protection through per acre
assessments. Private landowners share
the cost with the state’s General
Fund, a 50/50 split. Public landowners
pay the full rate. These assessments
help set fire protection budgets for
local protection districts. Fires that
result from negligent activities, including activities where a landowner or
operator do not comply with fire prevention requirements, are subject to
the total cost of fire suppression
incurred by the forester (state). This
could amount in the thousands, and
sometimes, even millions of dollars.
So it’s not just about protecting your
investment, it’s also about protecting
your pocketbook.

The future of fire protection is now
Technology is a marvelous thing.
As a society we’ve moved into an age
of expecting instant gratification.
With the internet, we no longer need
to wait for the 5:00 news to get caught
up on events of the day. They actually
unfold right before our eyes. The same
can be said for fire protection.
At the turn of the 20th century,
when fire suppression was just taking
shape, we discovered that detecting
fires early on and getting to them
quickly could prevent most small fires
from turning into large, devastating
fires. The answer in the early 1900s
was to build lookout towers on the
highest ridges where we could scan
the landscape for a wisp of smoke
and then leave the tower with our
tools to put it out. The arrival of aircraft allowed us to cover vast distances during extreme fire danger, but
communicating fire locations was a
daunting challenge. Fast forward to
the 2000s and fire detection camera
systems.
In 2006, the Douglas Forest
Protective Association in southern
Oregon was faced with a dilemma.
Lookout towers that had been built in
the 1930s and patched over time had
begun deteriorating to the point of
needing to be replaced. At replacement costs of $300,000, an alternative
of using new video technology at a
fraction of the cost was worth pursuing. Cameras have since replaced
eight former lookout tower sites. An
additional 20 cameras scattered
throughout the association’s 1.6 million acre district leave no blind spots.
Real-time video images are transmitted back to a central location in the
comforts of DFPA’s headquarters
where trained fire professionals can
determine resources needed for each
situation. While personnel examine
the transmitted images on a bank of
monitors, the system itself can detect
anything that looks like a column of
smoke.
The detection program has gained
recognition in the region, with cam-

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DOUGLAS FOREST PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

Modern technology: Cameras are replacing lookout tower sites in the woods and can detect smoke in the forest up to 15-20 miles away
(the human eye can see 40-50 miles on monitors located in a central location). Video images are sent to a dispatch center where fire
managers assess resource needs.

eras sprouting up in western and central Oregon, and even in Canada. The
program can also work with existing
technology such as “lightning tracker”
and new tools like the Wildfire
Resource Management System
(WRMS) coming out of Coos Forest
Protective Association in Oregon.
WRMS started as a dispatch tool that
works with automated vehicle locator
and automated flight following technology and has evolved into a fire
management tool with several
options. This is a very exciting time
for fire technology advancements.

nature along with sound forest management practices. Mitigating overgrown brush within forest stands will
eventually return us to the landscapes
of yesteryear and reduce the likelihood of high intensity, catastrophic
fires. ■

TOM FIELDS is the Fire Prevention
coordinator for the Fire Protection
Division of the Oregon Department of
Forestry in Salem. He can be reached
at 503-945-7440 or tom.fields@
state.or.us.

Putting it all together
Even with new technology fires continue to get bigger with more intensity
each year. Climate change has played a
significant role contributing to longer,
drier summers. For Oregon, 2013 was
an excellent example of what fire can
do when it overwhelms those providing
fire protection. Only so much can be
done when conditions on the ground
are ripe for ignition and a dry lightning
event sparks 300 fires across the landscape.
Before people got involved putting
fires out, nature provided its own
cleansing process of the forest fuels.
Low intensity fires would clean out
the underbrush and rejuvenate the soil
for future tree growth. To return to
this way of thinking, we need to help
NORTHWEST WOODLANDS . SUMMER 2014 . 13

By MAX BENNETT AND
STEPHEN FITZGERALD

I

n the late afternoon of Saturday,
July 13, 2002,
lightning struck the
upper slopes of
Squire Peak, a few
miles south of
Jacksonville, Ore. Fed Max Bennett
by high temperatures,
dry fuels, and erratic
winds, the fire quickly
spread eastward and
“crowned out,” with
flames reaching 100
feet high in places. By
late Tuesday the fire Stephen
had grown to nearly Fitzgerald
2,000 acres in size and
reached a stand of trees on BLM land
that had been commercially thinned a
couple of years earlier. Here, to the
relief of firefighters, the fire dropped
to the ground and underburned the
forest. A few weeks after the fire, we
walked through the burned area and
noted a stark contrast between

thinned and unthinned stands. In
many of the unthinned stands, the fire
had killed nearly all of the overstory
trees. Yet not more than a half mile
away, thinned stands had underburned, resulting in scorched trunks,
but leaving the crowns green and
intact. Why was there such a difference?
Weather, topography, and time of
day play a large role in the behavior
of any fire. For example, a fire burning up a steep slope on a hot, windy
day will burn much more intensely
than a fire backing down that same
slope during the night when it is cooler and more humid. Variations in fire

PHOTO COURTESY OF MAX BENNETT

Creating Fire-Resistant Forests
through Fuels Reduction

Prior to the Squire fire this stand had
been commercially thinned and the
thinning slash was piled and burned. It
underburned in the wildfire. Most of
the overstory trees survived.
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Many untreated areas in the Squire fire experienced high intensity, stand-replacing fire.

effects due to weather and topography
were certainly observed on the Squire
fire. But overall, treated (thinned,
piled, and burned) areas experienced
significantly reduced fire behavior and
tree mortality. These observations are
consistent with a large body of evidence that has emerged over the past
20 years that suggests that fuels reduction, done correctly, can reduce fire

intensity and severity, and increase the
chances that the forest overstory will
survive a wildfire.
In the Pacific Northwest, fuels
reduction is most applicable to the
drier forests including ponderosa pine,
dry Douglas-fir, and dry mixed
conifer forests. Historically, these
forests experienced fairly frequent,
low- or mixed-severity fire, and have

Principles of forest fuels reduction
The four principles of fuel reduction are: 1) reduce surface fuels;
2) reduce ladder fuels to increase the
height to the base of the live crown;
3) increase spacing between tree
crowns; and 4) leave larger trees of
more fire-resistant species. Reducing
surface fuels such as litter and slash
lessens potential surface flame lengths.
Reducing ladder fuels—brush, smaller
trees, and lower limbs of larger
trees—increases the height to the base
of the live crown, resulting in a
greater flame length needed to initiate
torching of tree crowns. Thus by
reducing surface and ladder fuels,
crown fire initiation is less likely.
Spacing out tree crowns makes it
harder for a crown fire to spread
between trees. And leaving larger trees
of fire-resistant species increases the
survival of overstory trees even if they
are scorched.
Treatment of the previously mentioned BLM stand illustrates these
principles. The stand was thinned,
removing mostly small trees that
reduced both ladder fuels and crown
density. Larger, more fire-resistant
trees were left. And, of vital importance, the thinning slash was piled and
burned, preventing a buildup of surface fuels.
–Continued on next page–

SOURCE: STEPHEN FITZGERALD

suffered from a large fuels buildup
over the past 50-100 years due to fire
exclusion. This “unnatural” fuels
buildup and the uncharacteristically
severe wildfires that have resulted
from it are the primary reasons to
reduce fuels. In contrast, wetter
forests, such as coastal Douglas-fir
forests, can have high fuel loading,
but they do not have a “fuels buildup
problem” from an ecological perspective. As a result, fuels reduction per se
isn’t as relevant in these forests, except
around homes. Regardless of where
you are in the Pacific Northwest, fire
is a threat during our hot, dry summers, and forest landowners need to
be prepared.

Thinning from below, combined with slash treatment, increases fire resistance.

W.R. WEATHERS, MBA
LUSIGNAN FORESTRY, INC.
Shelton, WA
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Examples of slash piles waiting to be burned. With pile burning, you have the option to
cut, pile, and immediately burn (swamper burning), or cut, pile, cover, and burn later in
the fall and winter months when the forest is moist and the pile is dry.

trees), a modified approach can be
used. Trees can be thinned across the
range of diameter or age classes so
that stand density and ladder fuels are
reduced while maintaining a multiaged character. Compared to an evenaged stand, such a stand will have a
higher risk of crown fire because
some younger understory trees (ladder
fuels) would remain. However, creating gaps and openings in multi-aged
stands can help mitigate this risk.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ELLEN GOHEEN

Fuels reduction methods
There are a variety of ways to
reduce or treat surface, ladder, and
crown fuels to create fire-resistant
forests. Since few methods are effective on all types of fuels, they are typically used in combination. For example, a stand may be thinned and
pruned, and the resulting surface fuels
piled and burned.
Thinning dense stands is often a
starting point for fuels reduction. A
common approach, called “thinningfrom-below” removes smaller trees
and retains larger, more vigorous
trees. This approach tends to reduce
ladder fuels, raises the base of tree
crowns, and, if enough larger trees are
removed, increases the spacing
between tree crowns. It also tends to
shift species composition away from
shade-tolerant species that are often
abundant in the understory. Ideally,
many of the trees removed would be
marketable, but more commonly, initial entries in dense, fire-prone stands
are non-commercial and can be very
expensive to treat.
Thinning from below is a common
approach in evenaged stands. In cases
where you want to maintain or promote a multi-aged forest (a forest containing three or more age classes of

Effective fuels reduction can include variations in tree size, age, and density and retention
of patches of denser vegetation. The key is to reduce the continuity of the fuels, both
vertically and horizontally.
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What to do with the thinning slash?
Thinning by itself is seldom adequate for fuels reduction, but it is
often the first step. Any thinning operation will generate a large amount of
thinning slash such as branches and
tree tops. If this material is just left
untreated on the site, surface fuel
loads are increased and fire intensity
and severity are likely to be high, possibly even higher than if the stand
were left unthinned! In moist environments, thinning slash will break down
in a few years, reducing the hazard.
On dry sites, slash usually persists
much longer, lengthening the period
of increased hazard.
Where markets for biomass or
small poles exist, it may be possible to
utilize much of the thinned material
and effectively reduce slash loads. This
is typically a break-even financial
proposition at best, and more commonly costs more than it returns, but
it could still be more economical than
other on-site slash disposal methods
such as pile and burn. Some material
may be suitable for firewood.
One technique for reducing slash
loads is called “lop and scatter.” This
involves cutting up slash and scattering it across the site, ideally in close
–Continued on page 18–

mow, or otherwise
break apart (masticate) ladder fuels,
such as brush and
small trees, into relatively small
chunks or chips,
forming a compact
layer of woody
material that is distributed across the
site. This can be a
relatively cost effective fuels reduction
method. Fire tends
Before (top) and after (bottom) fuels reduction on a dry, brushy
to move slowly
site in southwestern Oregon.
across this dense
fuel bed and flame
lengths are relatively low. On the other
hand, the duration
and resulting severity of surface fire
may be higher than
with other fuels
treatments until the
woody material
decomposes in a
few years.

Mechanical fuels treatments
Mechanical fuels treatments utilize
SLASHBUSTERS®, mowers, brush
mulchers, and other devices to chop,

Prescribed fire
Prescribed
underburning uses
fire to reduce or remove surface fuels,

brush, and small trees in the forest
understory. Done on a large scale, it
can be a very cost-effective method of
fuels treatment. A mechanical thinning followed by an underburn is the
“gold standard” for fuels reduction as
it results in the removal of both surface and ladder fuels. In numerous
post-wildfire reviews, thinned and
underburned stands have shown the
lowest mortality. However, for woodland owners prescribed underburning
is risky and the potential liability is
high. A professionally developed burn
plan is a must, and use of professional
contract burners is recommended.
Anyone thinking of underburning
would need to coordinate closely with
their state fire control agency.

Priority locations
For many woodland owners in fire18 . NORTHWEST WOODLANDS . SUMMER 2014
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contact with the ground to increase
moisture uptake and speed decomposition. Lop and scatter can be effective
for areas with light fuel loads or that
are more remote and less important
from a fire management standpoint.
In areas with heavier slash loads,
the material can be piled and burned
later when conditions are suitable.
Often the slash piles are covered with
plastic. This can be a very effective
method of slash disposal, but it also is
expensive, with contract costs of
$1,000/acre or more for cutting, hand
piling, and burning. Another approach
is swamper burning, where material is
burned in small piles shortly after it is
cut. Swamper burning results in immediate reduction of the hazard where
hand piles curing over the fire season
can result in six months to a year of
somewhat increased hazard.
Chipping is another alternative. It
is expensive and requires good access.
For those reasons, it is usually used
near homesites or roads. The chips
can be scattered across the ground, or
better yet, used as mulch for covering
skid roads and trails.

prone areas, undertaking fuels reduction throughout their property would
be prohibitively expensive and time
consuming. So prioritization of locations for fuels treatments is important.
Defensible space around the homesite
and outbuildings should be a high priority. Other good locations for fuels
treatment zones include below and
above roads and along ridgelines.
These make access safer for firefighters and can be good “anchors” for fire
suppression.

Maintenance
The maintenance clock starts ticking as soon as the fuels treatment is
completed. Within 10-20 years on
most sites, the vegetation will have
grown back to the point where the initial treatment is no longer effective. As
a result, on-going maintenance treatments are essential. A good strategy is
to do a little every year, targeting your
high priority areas first.

Balancing fuels treatments with
other objectives
A single-minded focus on fuels
reduction may result in park-like
stands that are very resistant to wildfire, but may not meet objectives for
wildlife habitat, aesthetics, privacy,
timber management, or other values.
Retention of denser patches of trees
and brush and variations in thinning
density can go a long way toward
making stands more wildlife friendly
and visually appealing without sacrificing much in the way of fire resistance. Timber management goals are
often consistent with those of fuels
reduction, though emphasis on the
latter will usually result in higher
costs. Since fuels reduction reduces
stand density and retains larger,
healthier trees, it usually results in
increased individual tree vigor and
resistance to bark beetles and other
pests.

Conclusions
There is strong evidence that fuels
reduction following the four principles
outlined in this article can reduce fire
intensity and severity, and increase the
chances your forest will survive a
wildfire. Remember that the objective
is to alter fire behavior so the fire is
easier to suppress and causes less
damage, not the unattainable goal of
“fire-proofing” your stand. ■
MAX BENNETT is an Oregon State
University Forestry and Natural
Resources Extension agent in Jackson
and Josephine counties in Central
Point. He can be reached at 541-7767371 or max.bennett@oregonstate.edu.
STEPHEN FITZGERALD is director of
the OSU Research Forests and
Extension Silviculture specialist in
Corvallis. He can be reached at
stephen.fitzgerald@oregonstate.edu.

Goals of Fuels Reduction

Purchasing alder, maple and ash saw logs,
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Garibaldi, OR

(503) 322-3367

Short of paving your forest over or
lining your trees with asbestos, you will
not be able to “fire-proof” a stand.
Biomass will burn. The primary goal of
fuels reduction is to reduce the intensity
of fire so it causes less damage and is
easier to suppress. On the other hand,
you want to keep fire away from your
home. This can be accomplished
through attention to the home itself
and its immediate surroundings, known
as the Home Ignition Zone. Having a
fire-resistant roof, screening attic vents,
cleaning gutters, raking needles and
leaves from underneath decks, and
using fire-resistant plants around the
home landscape are among the practices that will help prevent your home
from igniting and burning in a wildfire.
Often homes are lost in wildfires not
from a crown fire that overruns it, but
from burning embers from a distant fire
that ignite flammable material in, on, or
next to the home. For more information
about home protection strategies, visit
firewise.org. For more information
about fuels reduction in particular and
preparing for wildfire in general, PNW
Extension publication 618, “Reducing
Fire Risk on Your Forest Property,” can
be downloaded from http://extension.
oregonstate.edu/catalog/.
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Does National Fire Policy Impact
the Small Woodland Owner?
By ANN M. WALKER

PHOTO BY JOEL PRINCE COURTESY NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE FORESTERS

L

ike many of you,
I was raised in a
thriving but
small timber town. In
the late 1950s, my
parents Morgan and
Mildred Hicks bought a farm house
on a parcel just under 80 acres in size.
They were city folks and had no history of managing timberlands. When I
was in high school, my favorite afterschool job was at the state forestry
office dispatching forest fires and conducting field trips into the forest to
teach about managing the land.
Today, my sister and her husband,
Jane Hicks and Tony Stacy, live on
and manage that timberland. Jane’s
biggest concerns are about fire—the
length of time it will take for the rural
fire department to respond and if the
department will have adequate equipment to access and put out a fire on
her property. My career in fire and
forestry has been dedicated to assisting landowners, communities, and
agencies to work through the challenges of forest management and fire
protection. Jane and I are sisters

Moving into August the fuels and drought conditions across the West point to a condition
that would support a greater than usual likelihood of significant fire. Fire danger indices
remain above normal and are likely to continue to increase (www.predictiveservices.nifc.
gov/outlooks/monthly_seasonal_outlook.pdf).

working together to identify the connections and resources necessary for
small woodland owners to be successful in protecting their investment.
For many years, a national movement has taken place to address
increasing fire behavior, occurrence,
and suppression costs, as well as
decreasing forestry assistance program
staff and budgets. With the devastating fires of 2000 came the Healthy
Forest Restoration Act and the
National Fire Plan. Positive outcomes
of this national legislation include private landowners receiving cost-share
funds to reduce hazardous fuels on

their property. Local fire departments
also received additional funding under
programs such as the Rural Fire
Assistance and Volunteer Fire
Assistance grants to help pay for fire
suppression equipment, training, and
personal protective equipment. On the
negative side, Congress has had to
focus on increasing fire suppression
costs and fire borrowing (see separate
article on page 25) instead of being
proactive and finding ways to fund
fire prevention programs and the
rehabilitation of damaged lands.
Our country continues to have conflicting priorities for our limited
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Both the Cohesive Strategy and the
Western Regional Strategy contain a
common set of guiding principles and
core values that are being integrated
into many current federal and state

PHOTO BY JOEL PRINCE COURTESY NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE FORESTERS

human and financial resources. The
vast forest mortality found on our
federal estate resides in the west. The
wildfire and forest health problems
may originate on western ground, but
it is now the nation’s problem and
impacts everyone’s finances. Congress
and the states are well aware of this
annual and increasing fire bill.
Congress passed the FLAME Act
(Federal Land Assistance, Management Enhancement Act) calling for a
new National Cohesive Wildland Fire
Management Strategy (Cohesive
Strategy) to help address tensions and
to form a special fund to pay for fire
suppression.
To provide for a bottom-up and to
avoid a top-down approach to local
concerns, regional strategies and
action plans for the western, southeastern, and northeastern regions were
developed with considerable stakeholder involvement to identify and
implement new ways to work together.
These regional strategies informed the
national level to create the Cohesive
Strategy, which was recently completed and approved by the Wildland Fire
Leadership Council, the nation’s highest collaborative wildland fire group.
The strategy has become the foundation for the future of the nation’s wildland fire management policy.
The three primary goals of the
Cohesive Strategy are:
1. Restore and maintain landscapes:
Landscapes across all jurisdictions are
resilient to fire-related disturbances in
accordance with management objectives;
2. Fire-adapted communities:
Human populations and infrastructure can withstand a wildfire without
loss of life and property; and
3. Wildfire response: All jurisdictions participate in making and implementing safe, effective, efficient riskbased wildfire management decisions.

Wildland fire recognizes no ownership or jurisdictional boundaries on the landscape; nor
do the complex issues of fire management.

fire policies and procedures. For
detailed information on the guiding
principles, regional and national
reports, and action plans visit
www.forestsandrangelands.gov/.
Below are examples of local efforts,
by Cohesive Strategy goal area, to
help you see some regional and local
activities. Maybe you would like to get
involved?

Local examples of Cohesive Strategy
behaviors
Restore and maintain landscapes.
You likely have already seen the signs
or impacts of devastating wildfire and
deteriorating forest health in your
area. To improve the health of western forests and rangelands, increased
active management of public lands is
needed. The goals of the Cohesive
Strategy are intertwined nationally
and on the ground. With federal and
state budgets in flux and not likely to
increase, collaboration, increased

actions, improvements in processes,
and sharing lessons learned will result
in achieving more with less.
Professional foresters from local,
state, and federal land management
agencies want to help landowners
learn how to protect their investments.
Government entities are trying to
improve their processes while maintaining effective wildlife habitat protection, conducting larger scale environmental analysis, and getting mill
infrastructure back in rural communities. It will take national and local
policy to make positive changes. The
Cohesive Strategy provides an access
point and opportunity to work
together on all of these community
values and concerns.
Many timber towns once had thriving school districts, a post office, and
a general store before they were devastated by the economic downturn due
–Continued on next page–
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forestry businesses like yours. Without
consistent timber supply needed to
maintain those mills and maintain
those jobs, city administrators are
forced to facilitate the shutdown of
towns and painfully watch the slow
demise of these rural areas.
There’s hope by many in rural
forested communities that Congress
pass legislation to fix the federal fire
suppression funding problems that
negatively impact our forests. The
U.S. Forest Service falls under the
purview of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture because timber was to be
managed as a crop. Historically, timber production paid for the management of the federal estate, as well as
provided essential revenue to counties
where federal land is located. These
revenues paid for county emergency
response, such as local responders
who assist during medical emergencies
(e.g., heat exhaustion, broken bones,
and life-threatening bee stings) on private and public lands. Without
national legislation, like Payment in
Lieu of Taxes and Secure Rural
Schools and Community SelfDetermination Act, many counties
would have claimed bankruptcy years
ago.
The U.S. Forest Service is mandated to manage the forest for multiple
use, which means in addition to timber production, hiking, recreation,
hunting, and other uses must be part
of their management plan. As a society, we want everything, don’t we?
Forestry professionals have a difficult
task of implementing a plan that
identifies actions to address all priorities when managing public lands.
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to changes in federal fire, forest, and
wildlife management policies. Some
western communities and counties
saw local lumber mills close and are
still experiencing very high unemployment since passage of the Endangered
Species Act. These conditions have
caused increased demands for funding
for social health and human services
programs. Those mills shut down
because of the lack of federal timber
harvest. Some that are still operational are open because of state forest
management and family owned

Firefighters at work.

Local landowners have opportunities to comment on the assessment of
local economic impacts, community
and social impacts, wildfire impacts,
forest health objectives, insects and
diseases, and ever-increasing invasive
species. Active management of our
forests will improve forest health,
reduce risk to firefighters, and make
our communities safer (for examples
of success stories and lessons learned,
visit forestsandrangelands.gov/
success/index.cfm). For these reasons,
we have to speak up! Local decision
making and policy setting in your
area, such as developing a local mobilization plan, need your involvement.
Join forces to combat the lack of
action you experience and get frustrated over. A shared commitment by
all landowners and stakeholders to
take action will result in positive differences across the landscape and in
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1-800-783-6818
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Tigard, OR 97223

www.nwforestryservices.com
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❑ Appraisals

❑ Mapping and GIS
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your neighborhoods.
Fire-adapted communities. Do you
have neighbors in places now that you
didn’t 20 years ago? When fighting a
fire around homes in the wildland
urban interface, fire suppression costs
increase significantly because lives and
critical infrastructure are now also at
risk. More homes are built in and
near forested areas. Climate experts
say we are going to continue to experience weather conditions, such as
extreme drought, that will escalate fire
behavior and occurrence. Increased
suppression costs and home losses
from wildfire can be expected. Several
western states continue to experience
the most significant size of wildfire
and loss of homes annually. How do
we as small woodland owners stop
this from happening in our neighborhoods?
We can start by actively managing
the forested areas and brush around
our homes and in our neighborhoods.
Routinely walk around your home
and property to assess wildfire hazards, such as a shake roof or tree
limbs overhanging on part of the
home. Have you thought about starting a small Firewise Community? Ask
your local fire department or state
forester to assist you. You have their
numbers handy, right? Several web
tools are available to assist you in
understanding how to become fire
adapted. Check out firewise.org.
Or perhaps your interests lie in
being involved in developing and writing a Community Wildfire Protection
Plan for your neighborhood or county. Most all counties in the west have
a CWPP—check with your state
forester to see what your property and
community risk rating is. Do you live
in a priority area? Does the CWPP
need updating? The Cohesive Strategy
provides new science data and technology available to help you and your
community.
Successful planning and implementation are dependent on good working relationships. Decreasing budgets
and increasing retirements mean
vacant positions. Leaders that were in

Large wildfires present challenges. As
wildfires evolve, working together enables
partners to share critical information and
resources, and meet common objectives.
Ultimately, working together keeps people
safer and landscapes healthier.

your area may have moved to another
office in another state. You may have
experienced having to build new
working relationships with your state
and/or federal forester again (or even
multiple times). The Western Regional
Action Plan identifies this challenge
and has tasks to help address this
issue.
Wildfire response. Private
landowners like my sister and her husband have taken steps to prepare for a
fire, such as installing a 500-gallon
holding tank of water. Hopefully you
have too. A pond in the field by the
house could be used to run a Mark
III pump to feed hose lays if needed.
The big question is “what about the
back 40?” Out of sight, out of mind,
right? Wrong. There is no way a structural city engine will get up there!
Access roads are often not available
or are too narrow or overgrown for
structural fire trucks to travel, and
most likely a turn-around is not available. The pond isn’t close enough, but
maybe a helicopter could dip out of it
and carry water to the back property
line.
Who has a helicopter? Who pays

for a helicopter if they need to put out
a fire on your land? Do you wonder
who will come help you extinguish the
fire? Do you know your neighbors or
have changes in ownership and management objectives led to limited communication and connections with
them? Would you ask their help to
extinguish a fire?
As a landowner you are responsible
for fires that start on your land. By
law, some states are required to suppress all fires. Most fires are human
caused. We can reduce these fires and
costs by simply being mindful about
what we’re doing. Check with your
local fire department and state forestry
agency to find out if they provide fire
suppression response to your property.
Do you know the chief of the fire
department and the local forester at
the state forestry office nearest you?
Get answers to these questions before
you need to know, prepare yourself
with information, and take steps to
address fire on your own land—
become part of the solution.
What if you live in an area that
doesn’t have a fire department or a
state forestry department to respond
to your fire call? Several areas in the
west do not have organized fire protection. Some communities don’t want
–Continued on next page–
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Conclusion
Private and industrial landowners,
large and small fire/forestry agencies,
tribes, and non-governmental groups
have all felt the impacts of national
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to pay a tax for a fire department and
really want nothing to do with government, until they need help. Some
communities are being proactive and
working to develop an organized fire
response by forming a Rangeland Fire
Protection Association (RFPA).
They’re popping up in Oregon, Idaho,
and Nevada. The Western Governors’
Association, state foresters, and federal agencies are working together to
assist areas that are interested in
forming RFPAs.

A firefighting crew on a 2013 fire in Oregon.

Additional Information Available
If this article has piqued your interest and you would like to learn more on issues
relating to wildland fire in the west, download the Western Regional Risk Report at
forestsandrangelands.gov/strategy/documents/reports/phase3/WesternRegionalRisk
AnalysisReportNov2012.pdf.
The maps and charts in this document provide a generalized picture across the entire
region with analysis showing where fires are occurring, where future fires are likely to
occur, and where we might be able to intervene with mitigation efforts to reduce fuels to
reduce the severity of future fires.
This map shows counties that have Community Wildfire Protection Plans and is an
example of the information found in the report.

Fire Adaptation Activities

Source: State Forestry Agencies,
National Fire Protection Association,
The Nature Conservancy, US Forest Service
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Firewise Communities
Contains CFLRP Project or Proposal
Contains State, County or Local Ordinance
Contains Ordinance and CFLRP Project
or Proposal
Known County level CWPP
Known Community level CWPP(s)
No known CWPP

fire policy and will need to continue
to come together to address our
nation’s wildfire problems. Not one
agency budget or law alone can
restore our landscapes, educate our
communities, or assure an adequate
wildfire suppression response. It will
take stakeholders at all levels to identify concerns and solutions together in
collaboration to make improvements
where we can. The Cohesive Strategy
goals and actions should be considered as you identify your goals for
your property and community. Get
involved. Ask questions. Take action
and find solutions! Call me if you
need help. ■
ANN M. WALKER is owner of Ann
Walker Consulting, LLC. Ann’s areas
of expertise include project management, conflict resolution, community
fire planning, bipartisan natural
resource wildfire policy development
and implementation, and forestry and
wildfire legislative analysis. Ann is
currently working for FireWatch
America and the Western Governors’
Association, where she follows the
many shared vital issues and opportunities shaping our future across state
lines. She can be reached at 541-9931139 or annwalkerconsulting@
yahoo.com.

Woodland Owners Affected by Fire Borrowing
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A

t press time, federal legislation
is being considered to end the
so-called “fire borrowing”
practice employed by the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS) and the Department
of Interior to fund wildfire suppression efforts. The Wildfire Disaster
Funding Act (S. 1875/H.R. 3992) has
bipartisan support in the Senate and
House, the Administration, and the
endorsement of over 200 organizations including the Oregon Small
Woodlands Association, Idaho Forest
Owners Association, American Forest
Foundation, Western Governors’
Association, National Association of
State Foresters, and the Nature
Conservancy.
Longer and more costly wildfire
seasons in the west are forcing federal
land management agencies to transfer
funds from other programs. Transfers
disrupt nearly all USFS programs,
negatively impacting programs and
funding priorities set by Congress.
Family forest owners rely on the
USFS for cutting-edge research and
state-administered Stewardship programs to address invasive species
threats, technical assistance for
improved forest stewardship, and the
assurance that their well-managed
forests will be safe from future catastrophic threats. These non-fire programs are critical to managing our
forests; inadequate funding of these
programs leads to more wildfire activity and raises the costs of suppression
efforts.
In the past two fiscal years, the
USFS was forced to transfer more
than $1 billion from programs within
the agency to pay for fighting wildfires and the Department of Interior
transferred nearly $60 million.
Examples of how these fire funding
transfers impacted small woodland
owners include:
• Halted work to stop threat of
invasive species. Programs to reduce
the threat of forest pests like sudden

oak death, western bark beetles, and
thousand cankers disease were
stopped.
• Fewer forest owners received
assistance to practice good stewardship. Technical assistance delivery
through the USFS Forest Stewardship
Program was cut—meaning less onthe-ground expertise available to
woodland owners.
• National Forest restoration activities and active management work to
help reduce future fire suppression
costs and long-term fire risk were
ceased. For those landowners with a

federal neighbor, this could have big
implications.
The result of these challenges has
been a significant increase in the average acreage burned, higher fire suppression costs, increased impacts on
public respiratory health, catastrophic
damage to the environment, destroyed
wildlife habitat, and more communities threatened by wildfires every year.
If passed, S. 1875/H.R. 3992 would
potentially alleviate some of these
budgetary issues and enable the USFS
and Department of Interior to create
an emergency wildland fire funding
structure so agencies can respond to
natural disasters and meet their fire
protection responsibilities while still
achieving their mission of managing
our nation’s forests to sustain their
health, diversity, and productivity.
Readers are encouraged to contact
their local senators and representative
in support of ending fire borrowing
and seeking opportunities in support
of programs that assist private
landowners. Lists can be found at
www.house.gov/representatives/ and
www.senate.gov/general/contact_
information/senators_cfm.cfm. ■

Find us on Facebook!
Washington’s Working Forests
Practicing Responsible
Forestry in the 21st Century

www.facebook.com/WAWorkingForests
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Vines Joins World Forestry Center

E

ric Vines was
recently selected
as executive
director of the World
Forestry Center in
Portland, Ore. He
started his new position on May 19. He replaces Gary
Hartshorn who retired last September
after being with the World Forestry
Center for 10 years.
Vines comes to the organization
with a vast array of entrepreneurial,
strategic planning, fundraising, and
creative visioning experience. “We are
delighted Eric will be joining the
World Forestry Center team. His business savvy and diverse set of skills
and experiences are exactly what we
need to bring a fresh perspective to

the organization and lead it into a
new direction,” said John Warjone,
board chair of the Forestry Center.
In his role Vines will be responsible
for the overall administration and
management of the center, broadening its audience, and developing
resources for the organization to carry
out its mission. In reflecting on his
new role, Vines said: “Scientists and
economists agree that the future
health of our planet’s forests will
determine the future health of people.
I believe the Forestry Center has the
opportunity to play a major role in
those discussions.”
Vines stepped down as executive
director of the Gray Family
Foundation where he transitioned the
organization from a donor-advised

fund of the Oregon Community
Foundation to a new nonprofit structure. Prior to that, Vines was the executive director at the Sitka Center for
Art and Ecology in Otis, Ore., where
he helped refine the organizational
purpose and mission. As a business
consultant with the Edward Lowe
Foundation he helped second-stage
business owners from across the
United States create vision, mission,
purpose, and alignment in organizations that were undergoing growth,
transitioning from small entrepreneurial businesses to medium-sized professionally managed firms.
Vines has a Master’s of business in
finance and entrepreneurship from the
University of Oregon and a Bachelor
of Arts in physics and mathematics
from Whitman College in Walla
Walla, Wash. ■

2015 PNW Forestry Leadership Academy Slated for January 16-17

A

ll small woodland owners from
Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
and Montana are invited to
participate in the 2015 PNW Forestry
Leadership Academy on January 1617 at the Oregon Garden Resort in
Silverton, Ore.
The goal of the forestry leadership
academy is to equip forest landowners
and foresters to take active roles in
leading Pacific Northwest forestry
organizations. The academy will help
new and existing leaders gain the
skills they need to succeed.
The Oregon Tree Farm System,
Oregon Small Woodlands Association, Oregon Forest Resources
Institute, OSU Forestry and Natural
Resources Extension, Cispus Institute,
Washington Farm Forestry Association, Washington Tree Farm
Committee, and Oregon and Washington State Society of American
Foresters are joining forces for this
two-day event organized by the
Partnership for Forestry Education.
Academy content will focus on deliv26 . NORTHWEST WOODLANDS . SUMMER 2014

ering leadership skills that cross organizations.
The academy starts with lunch on
Friday, January 16, followed by a
keynote presentation and panel of
landowners and foresters on the topic
of Land Ethic Leadership.
Attendees will have the opportunity to attend concurrent sessions led by
Cispus Institute faculty on both
Friday afternoon and Saturday morning. Featured topics include engaging
volunteers, leadership in the volunteer
arena, conducting effective meetings,
understanding learning styles, engaging audiences through environmental
education, understanding conflict,
and facilitation techniques. In addition, other sessions will be conducted
by landowners, SAF members, and
others on fundraising, membership,
forest policy, forest history, and more.
An additional session on managing
media interviews to deliver our messages will educate attendees on how
today’s media works, tips and suggestions on delivering the “right” mes-

sage, and experience in developing
and using the concept of message
boxes to focus your points.
Saturday, January 17 starts off
with a group breakfast and a general
session talk. Attendees then break
into the concurrent sessions before
gathering for a group lunch and
wrap-up talk.
The leadership academy is generously supported by grants from the
American Forest Foundation, USDA
Forest Service-State and Private,
Oregon Forest Resources Institute,
and the SAF Foresters’ Fund. These
grants will allow for a $25 registration
fee and one night’s lodging at the
Oregon Garden for small woodland
owners. Watch for additional details
in the fall from your state family
forestry organization.
For more information on the 2015
PNW Forestry Leadership Academy,
contact Mike Cloughesy, Oregon
Forest Resources Institute, at 971-6732955 or cloughesy@ofri.org. ■

A Goodbye and a Welcome

A

ll good things
must come to
an end. After
26 years of learning
about small woodland
owners, their management styles and goals,
and what makes them Anne Maloney
tick, it is time to put
down the red pen and turn the reigns
of Northwest Woodlands magazine
over to a new editor.
The most enjoyable part of my job
was getting to talk with and meet different landowners from all walks of
life. Small woodland owners are the
most innovative, smart, and gracious
people I know. While researching
grazing on timberlands, tools of the
forestry trade, or how to get into the
export market, a lesson was always
learned along the way.
I would also like to thank everyone
who willingly and cheerfully contributed to Northwest Woodlands over
the years. Whether it was providing an
in-depth overview article, sharing
experiences with our readers, or providing ideas for articles and themes, a
lot of different people played key
roles in getting every issue to press.
This summer issue is my last. For
the fall issue and beyond, I am thrilled
that Anne Maloney will be serving as
the new editor—she is going to be
good. Anne was selected by the
Northwest Woodlands Advisory
Committee from a strong pool of
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Tumwater, WA 98501

Fax 360-943-1471
www.proforestry.com

applicants. She has all the credentials
one could ask for as editor of a small
woodlands publication. She knows
forestry: Anne recently retired as stewardship forester for the Oregon
Department of Forestry in Klamath
Falls, Ore., where she spent the last 27
years. She knows education: Anne has
been a program facilitator for Talk
About Trees through Oregon Women
in Timber where she presented interactive, science-based lessons on forest
ecology, management practices, and
forest products use to pre-school
through eighth grade students. She
knows editing: Throughout her career,
Anne was always the go-to writer and
“proofer” of a variety of materials for
both her paying and volunteer jobs.
And most importantly, she knows
landowners: Anne has worked directly

with landowners over the years and
has a good understanding of the
things that are important to them.
Anne has a strong commitment to
provide a useful product to members
and is very much interested in hearing
from landowners. She can be reached
at 541-892-7779 or annewithnww@
gmail.com.
As for me, I will still hang my hat
at the World Forestry Center in
Portland, where I will be taking on
expanded duties for the Society of
American Foresters at the local and
national levels (I can be reached at
503-224-8046 or rasor@safnwo.org).
While I look forward to these new
opportunities and a change of pace,
the friendly faces and kindly advice
received from this readership will
always be with me. Thank you for an
enjoyable journey. ■

Lori Rasor, editor

Sustainable Forestry Initiative

Purchasing Douglas-fir sawlogs
and timber at the following locations:
Olympia, WA
Longview, WA
Springfield, OR

360-596-4232
360-414-3401
541-729-3922
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TreeSmarts: Answers to Your Tax Planning Questions
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TreeSmarts: Answers to Your Tax
Planning Questions appears every other
issue in Northwest Woodlands. The
column is edited by John P. Johnston, a
partner, CPA, and CMA with Bancroft
Buckley Johnston & Serres LLP in
Seattle, Washington. He is a member of
the AICPA, IMA and WSCPA.
Questions can be emailed directly to
John at jjohnston@bbjsllp.com.
So you did everything right to prevent your tree farm from fire damage,
yet it still happened, and the tops of
your trees are now scorched. And now
you have to salvage what you can, selling into an unknown market, hoping
it’s enough to cover the logging, hauling, and other costs, and leave enough
left over to replant properly. And perhaps the worst part is that you could
end up with a large tax bill! But maybe
not.

The Internal Revenue Code (IRC)
provides for some level of relief when
you are forced to convert (i.e., sell)
your property due to destruction (in
whole or in part), theft, seizure, requisition, or sale made under threat of
requisition, such as the government
exercising its powers of eminent
domain. These situations are referred
to in IRC §1033 as an involuntary conversion, and can be an extremely useful
election when needed. In short, it
functions similarly to a like kind
exchange or IRC §1031 exchange.
Reinvesting the proceeds in like kind
or similar use property can defer tax
until you ultimately harvest or sell the
new property in the future.
More specifically, you have two
years from the end of the tax year in
which the involuntary conversion
occurred to reinvest the proceeds in

new property (certain circumstances
allow extended replacement periods of
three to five years). If you need more
time than this, you may appeal to the
IRS, who has the discretionary
authority to grant an extension, but
extensions are not always easy to come
by, so you’re best off meeting the twoyear window if you can. Also, since
the two years begins at the end of the
first tax year, and the involuntary conversion happened at some point during
that year, the “two years” is effectively
longer by the time between conversion
and year end.
As mentioned above, the property
must be like kind or similar in use, and
for the purposes of IRC §1033, like
kind is fairly liberally defined. For
example, a conservation easement was
deemed like kind to timberland, and a
35-year land lease was like kind to
improved real estate. So for a damaged
tree farm you have several options for
replacement. However, this can get
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tricky so I would strongly advise you
discuss your options with your tax advisor before making any plans.
After you’ve suffered an involuntary
conversion, made your IRC §1033 election, and purchased your replacement
property, how and when will you eventually recognize gain and incur a tax
obligation? Your new property is
assigned the tax attributes of the property converted. That means its basis or
cost is that of the original asset, as is its
holding period. Therefore, if you had
purchased the trees for $100,000, salvaged them for a net $300,000, and
bought new trees for $300,000, the
future harvest of those new trees would
start triggering gain once your sales
price exceeds $100,000.
There is also some tax planning that
can be done to make sure you can make
the most of an IRC §1033 election.
Landowners and foresters usually think
about their timberland as several different stands, tracking performance and
profitability on a unit by unit basis.
However, for tax purposes, it can be
beneficial to apply the principles of
block accounting. Block accounting considers the holdings as one large block,
rather than several smaller tracts. In
fact, the parcels need not be contiguous,
or even in the same state! What is more
important is that your accounting and
reporting be done consistently in line
with your defined “block.”
But why would you want to lump
everything into one block? Well, there
can be many advantages ranging from
preferred timber tax calculations (not
only just for IRC §1033) to simplicity.
On the other hand, the “pooling effect”
that block accounting achieves can be
confusing and in some instances reduce
your options. My observation is that the
benefits almost always outweigh the
Disclaimer: To ensure compliance with
requirements imposed by the IRS, any tax
advice contained in this communication
was not intended or written to be used,
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i)
avoiding tax-related penalties that may be
imposed on the taxpayer under the
Internal Revenue Code or applicable state
or local tax law, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any
tax-related matter(s) addressed herein.

drawbacks. That said, every situation is
different, so reviewing this with your
advisor would be wise.
This is just one planning opportunity
with involuntary conversions. If you
have business assets such as a tree farm,
it is advisable to plan ahead for the tax
impacts of your trees being damaged.
And if you’re in the unfortunate position of suffering such damage, an hour
or two talking with your tax advisor
could really yield some savings, and

allow you to reinvest in your tree farm
rather than sending your cash to the
government. ■

Send in Your Tax Question
Do you have a question that relates to
accounting, business, or tax planning? If
so, send it to tax expert John Johnston
(jjohnston@bbjsllp.com) and he will
answer it in the next scheduled column.

206.682.4840

Certified Public
Accountants

1501 4th Avenue
Suite 2880
Seattle, WA
98101-1631
www.bbjsllp.com
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Tips From The Treeman

▲ ▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲
munk as the two
DEAR TREEMAN, It is amazing how
▲ you dream up these articles. What
most prevalent.
▲ you lack in knowledge you make up
With the informa▲ for in entertainment so I guess that
tion gleaned thus
▲ isn’t so bad. I especially liked the one
far, the efficacy of
Steve Bowers
▲ about the skunks and the number of
revealing Chip and
▲ stinks. I read it to my daughter and
Dale’s identity appears to reside in
geography versus genealogy.
▲ she laughed like crazy. So go ahead,
Walt Disney was born in Chicago,
▲ make my day. —Clifford
moved to Kansas City, and was
▲
underage when enlisting in the army
▲ DEAR CLIFFORD, I am affronted someduring WWI. Due to his age, he was
▲ what by your implication of my being
assigned as an ambulance driver in
a
mere
dilettante
in
the
attempt
to
▲
France along with another famous
make Treeman Tips titillating versus
▲
ambulance driver during the war-totiresome. If you knew fully the time
▲
end-all-wars, Ernest Hemmingway.
and energy involved…well…never
▲ mind. And to further satiate your
But let us bid a Farewell to (WWI)
▲ daughter’s appetite, while at the
Arms and focus on Disney, where,
▲ same time, lay to rest a question that
after moving to southern California, it
▲ has haunted intellectual elites for
all started with Mickey Mouse, fol▲ decades…what kind of chipmunks
lowed by many, including our Chip
and Dale.
▲ were Chip and Dale?
Disney was not only a famous
Chipmunks are small, striped
▲
animator, but his marketing prowess
▲ rodents of the Sciuridae family.
was legendary. If so, we can likely
▲ Chipmunks and squirrels belong to
conclude his choice of chipmunk(s)
the
same
family
of
rodents
that
also
▲
to be one that is most recognizaincludes
marmots
and
prairie
dogs.
▲
ble…and sellable.
There are many different species of
▲
Of the 20 or so species, one of the
squirrel, although they can be
▲
more common includes the yellowgrouped into three main types:
▲ ground, tree, and flying. The latter two pine chipmunk (found in Canadian
▲ are quite distinct from chipmunks,
and eastern US pine forests). Another
▲ but ground squirrels are very similar
relatively widespread species is the
▲ in their appearance and habits, and it
red-tailed chipmunk (found in
▲ can be argued that chipmunks are
Canada, Montana, and Idaho conifer▲ simply a type of ground squirrel. The
ous forests). The common theme
involves these critters residing in
▲ main distinguishing features are that
coniferous forests. Any connoisseur of
▲ chipmunks are generally smaller and
chipmunk Chip knows he and his pal
have
stripes
on
their
faces.
▲
reside in coniferous AND deciduous
Chipmunks
have
a
brownish-red
▲
forests, thus eliminating the precedcoat,
two
white
stripes
above
and
▲
ing species.
below
their
eyes,
and
brown
and
▲
The eastern chipmunk resides in
white stripes down their backs. They
▲
Canada and the eastern US and is a
typically inhabit forests, but some▲
ground dweller. It is not chicanery to
times live in rural or suburban areas.
▲ Chipmunks of North America number
say our chosen chipmunks live in a
▲ more than 20 different species,
tree, thus things still do not look-up.
▲ including the eastern and least chipHow about the Siberian chipmunk?
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Disney believed in the Red Menace,
thus we can eliminate anything associated with Siberia, the Soviet Union,
or anything else that might be linked
to Communism. The Townsend’s chipmunk inhabits only the extreme
southwestern corner of British
Columbia; far too restrictive to appeal
to a national audience.
The Tamias minimus, or least chipmunk, can be spotted in coniferous
and deciduous forests. And they
reside in trees. They are a smaller version of the eastern chipmunk and can
be found throughout North America,
particularly in the western states as
well as western Canada. This near
ubiquitous chipmunk is the perfect
candidate for a national audience.
However, one question remains.
Are Chip and Dale of the same
species? It can be credibly argued as
to whether the two are related, or
merely friends, as no discerning evidence is submitted that can unequivocally exonerate either contention.
Although it can be surmised they are
of the male species, as evidenced by
both being twitterpated by the
voluptuous Clarice.
Given the distinct differences in
facial caricature, one can easily testify
the boys are indeed of different
species. Chip has a small black nose
and his two front teeth are together.
He is the logical schemer…clever…
fearless…and bossy. Dale has a large
red nose and a gap in his teeth. He is
portrayed as being dull…goofy…
lazy…and dim-witted. It is likely
Disney utilized “animator’s/creator’s
license” to embellish the distinct personality traits between the two ruffians rather than any intent to obfuscate species identification.
We contend Chip and Dale are
least chipmunks, not squirrels. They
are definitely of the male persuasion,
and have distinctly differing personality traits. For the skeptic, the preceding argument to the accuracy of
their genealogy may be insufficient
to win the day. But it is indisputable
when the question is posed: What
kind of chipmunks are Chip and
Dale? The best kind! —Treeman

Remembering Steve Stinson

S

teven D. Stinson ended a long
struggle with his passing on July
16 with family and friends at his
side. Although his life was cut short,
he lived it to the fullest. He touched
and made positive influences on the
lives of hundreds, if not thousands of
the greater family forest owner community—essentially everyone involved
or knowledgeable about small forest
landowner (SFLO) issues.
Steve was always very active in the
Lewis Chapter of WFFA, but more
importantly served numerous leadership roles on behalf of all Washington
family forest owners. One of the larg-
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er leadership roles
Steve filled was as the
first administrator for
the Washington State
Department of
Natural Resources
Small Forest
Landowner Office.
There, he worked to
implement the SFLO
commitments in the
statewide Forest and
Fish legislation.
Steve lobbied our
representatives in
Washington D.C. and
came back with
Steve Stinson attended the WFFA annual meeting in
enough money to
May. Steve (second from right) is surrounded by close
fund a “Washington friends Rick Dunning, Bill Sheer Jr., and Bill Sheer Sr.
Forestland Data Set”
Steve was. Clearly “one of us,” Steve
that helped show that we do matter
knew our issues and had ample
with our 3.5 million acres of forestcourage and community spirit to take
land owned by 216,000 of us.
on the challenges we face as small
He then was instrumental in formlandowners. He was an inspirational
ing the Family Forest Foundation
leader and his efforts to integrate the
where he was the executive director.
latest science into management and
He worked to get a very large federal
policy will live on within WFFA and
grant to develop a science-based draft
in our efforts with our external partHCP for SFLOs in Lewis County.
ners in the forestry community of
Under Steve’s guidance the
Washington State and beyond. Steve
Foundation sponsored several forest
was loved and will be missed by all of
field days and educational seminars.
us. Visit www.wafarmforestry.com for
More statewide SFLOs got more
more information about Steve. ■
personally acquainted with Steve during his American Tree Farm SystemThis tribute was provided as a
sponsored “Ties To The Land” precollective
effort of Steve Stinson’s
sentations that helped many of us
family
and
WFFA leadership.
deal with the more personal and
tougher estate planning issues to help
us keep more forestland for generau Surveying
tions to come.
u Engineering
More recently Steve advocated for,
u Logging Roads
assisted in the development of, and
u Timber Cruising
became a founding member of the
AKS Engineering and Forestry
Family Forest Legacies, LLC—a “for
503-925-8799
profit” vehicle intended to serve those
fax 503-925-8969
families without heirs able to manage
13910 S.W. Galbreath Dr., Suite 100
their coveted forestland.
Sherwood, OR 97140
Advocating for “smalls” certainly
email: aks@aks-eng.com
website: www.aks-eng.com
wasn’t all of Steve’s life, but thankful– CALL Keith Jehnke or Alex Hurley –
ly for us it was a large part of who
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